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6.1. Development and evaluation of approaches to explain decisions of machine learning models:

Stable and explainable deep learning damage prediction for prismatic cantilever steel beam

[Paper Reference]

For obtaining the interpretable model, we correlate model agnostic global and local explanations with the use of the LIME and respectively the SHAP algorithm. Since the local explanations might be unstable, we introduce a compound stability-fit compensation index as a quality indicator in order to accept an explanation. This index is computed using both the condition number and the R2 fit indicator. The results were transferred to industry for improving the damage detection. Journal Impact Factor 11.245. Dataset: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/rpvh2y2dhv/

We propose a double distillation incremental learning recipe for the class incremental learning scenario, starting from a proof of the classification limits of the relaxed SoftMax function and coupling it with a modified version of the iCaRL algorithm in which we have remodeled the last classification layer by varying the temperature parameter.

**XAIBOT, Explainable AI Trilingual Chatbot**

![Chatbot conversation]

Development of from scratch of XAIBOT, a trilingual explainable AI Chatbot (Romanian, English and Serbian, an German version is currently in development).
6.2. Explainable AI systems by design:

In this paper, we propose a neuro-symbolic model for the detection of damages in cantilever beams based on a novel cognitive architecture in which we join the processing power of convolutional networks with the interactive control offered by queries realized through the inclusion of real logic directly into the model. The hybrid discriminative model is introduced under the name Logic Convolutional Neural Regressor and it is tested on a dataset of values of the relative natural frequency shifts of cantilever beams derived from an original mathematical relation. While the obtained results preserve all the predictive capabilities of deep learning models, the usage of three distances as predicates for satisfiability, makes the system more trustworthy and scalable for practical applications. Extensive numerical and laboratory experiments were performed, and they all demonstrated the superiority of the hybrid approach, which can open a new path for solving the damage detection problem.

6.3. Algorithmic bias and algorithmic discrimination
Invited panelist at the Breakout session: Explainability aspects in AI for disinformation, organized during the EU-workshop AI: Mitigating Bias & Disinformation

Dataset Knowledge Transfer for Class-Incremental Learning without Memory
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Article accepted at IEEE/CVF Winter Conference on Applications of Computer Vision (WACV22), the premier international computer vision event. We introduce a two-step learning process which allows the transfer of bias correction parameters between reference and target datasets. Bias correction is first optimized offline on reference datasets which have an associated validation memory. The obtained correction parameters are then transferred to target datasets, for which no memory is available. The second contribution is to introduce a finer modeling of bias correction by learning its parameters per incremental state instead of the usual past vs. new class modeling. The proposed dataset knowledge transfer is applicable to any incremental method.

6.4. Effects of the interpretability of AI systems on their acceptance, use, and adoption

In this paper, we introduce an AI-based procedure to estimate and assist in choosing the optimal surgery timing, in the case of a thoracic cancer diagnostic, based on an explainable machine learning model trained on a knowledge base. The explainable AI-system is implemented in practice at the Thoracic Surgery Clinic from the Emergency Municipal Clinical Hospital Timisoara, the only such specialized clinic in the Banat region of Romania, serving a population of about 1.5 million people,
see https://www.spitalul-municipal-timisoara.ro/. For reference on how the system works please contact the Head of the Clinic, Dr. Gabriel Cozma (cozma.gabriel@umft.ro, drgabrielcozma@gmail.com)

6.5. Application-oriented issues with a focus on value creation in and between companies and organizations:

Head of engineering and software architect for the UNITA Virtual Campus, based at the University of Pau and Pays d’Adour in France (www.uppa.fr). UNITA is an alliance of six comprehensive research universities from five countries with different sizes and trajectories gathering together more than 160 000 students and 13 000 staff members. From West to East: Universidade de Beira Interior, Universidad de Zaragoza, Université de Pau et des Pays de l’Adour, Université Savoie Mont Blanc, Università di Torino, and Universitatea de Vest din Timisoara. According to European Commission website, the main goal of the UNITA alliance is to “to build a fully-fledged European inter-university campus based on excellence in teaching and learning, research and innovation, and on civic engagement”, see https://education.ec.europa.eu/european-universities-factsheets.

Coordinator of TRAIN, Timisoara Research in Artificial Intelligence Network. The network has been publicly launched in 2021, in the presence of Professor Bernhard Schölkopf, director at the Max Planck Institute for Intelligent Systems in Tübingen, Germany. Another special guest was Professor Pedro Real, from the University of Seville, Spain. The conference was attended also by the representatives of major local IT companies: Mr. Valentin Mureşan (personal advisor to the mayor of Timişoara, SmartCity and Digitalization, manager of Intel Romania), Mr. Sabin Totorean (Global Enterprise & Public Sector Sales Director, Nokia), Mr. Sorin Maxim (General Manager of ADR West), Ms. Cătălina Dodu (Global CyberSecurity Services PreSales Director, Atos IT Solutions and Services), Mr. Raul Horhat (General Manager, Cmed) and Mr. Ștefan Iarca (co-founder of XVision). They all addressed supportive messages regarding the future of the AI Hub.
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https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-84901241859&doi=10.1016%2fsj.sigpro.2013.11.010&partnerID=40&md5=dde2199c7fa4614d04b2ecc746b4378a

Onchis, D.
Observing damaged beams through their time-frequency extended signatures
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-84887502659&doi=10.1016%2fsj.sigpro.2013.03.039&partnerID=40&md5=f972e33b9bd3d5eef0fd597ad9e0fd38

Onchis, D.M., Rajmic, P.
Generalized Goertzel algorithm for computing the natural frequencies of cantilever beams
Găianu, M., Onchiș, D.M.
Face and marker detection using Gabor frames on GPUs

Găianu, M., Cristescu, G., Onchiș, D.M.
Erosion based method for quantification of facial palsy
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-84902261183&doi=10.15837%2f2fijccc.2013.3.467&partnerID=40&md5=803f64386cdca7ad4fe2f6b3ea011572

Onchis-Moaca, D., Gillich, G.-R., Frunza, R.
Gradually improving the readability of the time-frequency spectra for natural frequency identification in cantilever beams
(2012) art. no. 6334347, pp. 809-813.
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-84869824776&partnerID=40&md5=3a324309209117848764091fc3535b73

Feichtinger, H.G., Onchis-Moaca, D., Ricaud, B., Torrésani, B., Wiesmeyr, C.
A method for optimizing the ambiguity function concentration
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-84869812554&partnerID=40&md5=fdec6d9d0ad144390c91278ae9032b1

Onchis, D.M.
Signal reconstruction in multi-windows spline-spaces using the dual system
Gillich, G.-R., Praisach, Z.-I., Onchis-Moaca, D., Gillich, N.

How to correlate vibration measurements with FEM results to locate damages in beams
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-80053166097&partnerID=40&md5=306c102780935e23523fc76b811a7126

Onchis, D.M., Gillich, G.-R.

Wavelet-type denoising for mechanical structures diagnosis
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-79958808986&partnerID=40&md5=daefdabd4466904482a79ab0bbf9226f

Gillich, G.-R., Praisach, Z., Onchis, D.M.

About the effectiveness of damage detection methods based on vibration measurements
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-77957004516&partnerID=40&md5=16e5999f204343b6ad12757688e5b298

Feichtinger, H.G., Onchis, D.M.

Constructive realization of dual systems for generators of multi-window spline-type spaces
https://www.scopus.com/inward/record.uri?eid=2-s2.0-77955268378&doi=10.1016%2fj.cam.2010.05.010&partnerID=40&md5=e3981d606a461cd6f3b2a16458bedb9e

Onchiş, D.M., Súaarez Sánchez, E.M.

The flexible Gabor-wavelet transform for car crash signal analysis
Onchiș, D., Marta, C.

Multiple ID data parallel wavelet transform


9. Lista proiectelor de cercetare câștigate de candidat și valoarea acestora.

**Principal investigator in 5 international** research projects selected by competition and after peer-review.

Major research project as Principal Investigator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Title</th>
<th>Funding source</th>
<th>Amount (Euros)</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Role of the applicant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constructive frames - based realizations in time-frequency analysis</td>
<td>FWF Austrian Science Fund @ University of Vienna</td>
<td>332.000</td>
<td>06/2015-09/2018</td>
<td>Principal Investigator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(01/2005 - 03/2005) Research director for the project ”Parallel Wavelet Transform”, research project selected by the HPC-Europa selection panel (Pan European research infrastructure on high performance computing funded by the European Community under contract No RII3-CT-2003-506079) at CINECA supercomputing laboratories, Bologna, Italy, Amount: 2.000 euros.

(07/2005 - 09/2005) Research director for the project ”Nonlinear data analysis and compression with the parallel wavelet transform”, same call for projects as above, CINECA supercomputing laboratories, Amount: 2.000 euros.

(07/2006 - 09/2006) Member of the research team in the frame of the EU research program HASSIP (Harmonic Analysis for Statistical Signal and Image Processing) coordinated by the Aix-Marseille University, France.


(10/2009 - 10/2010) Member of the ESO (European Southern Observatory) Data Reduction Project (Austrian in-kind). Project funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science and Research, Amount: 100.000 euros.

(01/2010 - 03/2010) Research director for the project "Modern mathematical methods to reconstruct large scale dithered/jittered images", research project selected by the HPC-Europa2 selection panel (Pan European research infrastructure on high performance computing funded by the European Community under contract No 228398 ) at Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona, Spain, Amount: 2000 euros.

(10/2010 - 08/2013) Researcher in the EU-funded project UNLOCX (Uncertainty principles versus localization properties, function systems for efficient coding schemes), Amount 1.958.971 euros.

(07/2012 - 08/2012) Research director for the project "Multi-variate optimized Gabor frames for processing nD-data cubes", research project selected by the HPC-Europa2 selection panel (Pan European research infrastructure on high performance computing funded by the European Community under contract No 228398 ) at Aix-Marseille University and GENCI supercomputer center, Montpellier, France, Amount: 2000 euros.

(01/2014 - 12/2014) Senior researcher in the project HOST (High Performance Computing Service Centre), at the West University of Timisoara, Project no: FP7-REGPOT-CT-2011-284595-HOST, Amount 2.226.272 euros.

10. Lista brevetelor depuse și a celor acceptate, dacă este cazul. Nu e cazul.